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ABSTRACT
This Thesis is an exploration of the costume design
approach to the Red River High School production of Hamlet.
presented February 8-11, 1996.

Chapter one discusses the

differences in production procedures experienced between the
author's prior involvement with college and community
theatres and those encountered for this high school theatre
production, the author's understanding of the director's
concept, the author's script analysis, and the development
of the costume design concept.
Chapter two examines the author's costume design
philosophy, theory behind costume choices as well as costume
descriptions and their execution, and technical problems
encountered.
Chapter three is an evaluation of the effectiveness of
the costumes on stage.

Appendices with costume renderings

and production photographs enable the comparison of original
ideas and the final execution.

INTRODUCTION
This thesis recounts the author's experience as costume
designer for the Red River High School production of Hamlet.
It documents the costume design process as well as the
acquisition and construction of costumes for this
production.

Differences between this high school's

production procedures and procedures previously encountered
by the author are explained.

This thesis fully explores the

designer's script analysis and design concept; individual
costume descriptions and rationale of choices, various
technical problems encountered; and an evaluation of the
effectiveness of these costumes on stage during production.
My intention for this production of Hamlet was to
create and execute a costume design that would be 1)
appropriate to a high school educational production; 2)
compatible with my understanding of the director's vision;
and 3) to visually represent my interpretation of the
playwright's "message", or meaning of the play.
Designing costumes appropriate for a high school
educational production required working within a very small
budget which limited the number and complexity of the
costumes.

For this reason, as well as time constraints and

concern for the actors' non-familiarity with wearing
historically accurate costumes, simplicity was essential to
my design.
The director's partiality to Maurizio Millinotti's
costume designs for Franco Zeffirelli's film Hamlet led to
the study of the video which prompted further historical
costume research.

This research inspired me to use a

"variation on a tunic" theme for the costumes, based on
thirteenth-century costume.

This theme facilitated the

necessary simplicity of design as well as my interpretation
of Shakespeare's "message" and my understanding of the
director's vision.

CHAPTER 1
THE HIGH SCHOOL EXPERIENCE AND
DEVELOPMENT OF THE COSTUME DESIGN CONCEPT
Differences in Production Procedures
Each theatrical production is unique.
production team and their protocol.

So too is each

For each production,

the script is analyzed and a system for presenting it on
stage is established.

Scenery, costumes, properties,

lighting, music, characters, and movement are all subject to
the director and designers' interpretation of the script.
The overall concept for how these elements will combine and
unfold the story on stage may develop differently from one
production team to the next.

Although aware of this, my

past experience with college and community theatre protocol
was similar and fairly uniform, therefore I was somewhat
unprepared for the discrepancies in procedure at this high
school.

This experience taught me that a designer must be

prepared to work within whatever framework is presented and
adapt to the different procedures.
In order to illustrate how the design concept for the
Red River High School production of Hamlet was developed,it
is necessary to explain the differences I found between the

production procedures which I previously experienced and the
one I encountered at this high school.
My experience with college and community theatre
productions depended on a collaborative effort.
Collaboration is the joint endeavor of director, designers,
actors, and technicians to accomplish a harmony of all
elements involved in a stage production, e.g., set, lights,
costumes, sound, props, movement, etc.

The collaborative

effort involves meetings between the director and designers
in which the script, and their analyses of it, are discussed
in order to establish a unifying visual theme that will be
adhered to by all.

Designers consult with each other and

the director before any designs are implemented.

Meetings

include everyone associated with the creation and operation
of the production and take place outside of rehearsal times.
These meetings, supported by tradition, afford the
opportunity for the generation of ideas, understanding of
intent, and communication of needs, changes, and progress.
The experience of designing costumes for a high school
production of Hamlet varied from the above scenario
considerably and I needed to adapt to another tradition.
The initial production meeting was held during auditions, at
which time I learned that the set design was completed.
Collaborative exchanges, as previously described, regarding
script analysis and visual theme did not ensue.

Subsequent

meetings between the director and myself were held during

rehearsals which made communication difficult because our
attentions were divided.
Past experience and training had led me to believe that
I would be responsible for all elements of costumes,
including shoes, jewelry, and accessories.

However, for

this production of Hamlet, I was informed that the high
school's protocol specified that the students were
responsible for shoes and tights, and that jewelry and
accessories were considered properties, not costumes.

Given

the time and costume budget restraints, this was a positive
aspect for me because there was less to worry about.
However, these elements are an important part of the overall
costume design and placing the responsibility for them
elsewhere meant that there was a greater possibility for
disharmony in the overall picture.
A significant difference in the production process was
in the pulling, acquiring, and building of costumes.

In my

experience, many college and community theatres have costume
shops and a group of stitchers and technicians working in
them.

I learned that although the high school has costume

storage, they have no shop facilities or support staff.

The

costume designer is expected to be responsible for setting
up a shop and acquiring stitchers.

My home became the shop

and initially I was the only staff.
Costume fittings were difficult because all costumes
needing alterations, and fabrics for costume construction

had to be transferred back and forth from my home to the
school.

This was further compounded by conflicting

schedules of actors, the director and myself.

Out of

necessity and supposed convenience, fittings were held
during rehearsals.

In actuality, however, this arrangement

was sometimes quite inconvenient.

Fittings were sometimes

conducted in the theatre auditorium which was often dark
because the high school works with lights throughout the
rehearsal period.

In my experience, there is a set period

of time for technical rehearsals, usually held one week
prior to opening night.

During this time all technical

elements, including costumes, are integrated into
rehearsals.

Because fittings were done during rehearsals,

waiting for the actors to be off stage and have the time to
be fitted before having to be back on stage, was
problematic.
With shop facilities on the premises fittings can be
scheduled outside of rehearsals according to costume
completion and actor/designer convenience.

These facilities

also make it much easier to keep all of the costumes
organized according to actor/character and their varying
degrees of completion.
Although the production procedure deviated from what I
was accustomed to, it afforded the opportunity for me to
increase my own flexibility.

I was obliged to interpret the

director's intention, as well as that of the set and light

designer because there was less discussion than I was
accustomed to.

It was also necessary for me to accept the

actors', as well as properties', choices of accessories,
regardless of my approval because I was not involved in the
process.

Finally, perfection of costume fit was compromised

out of necessity due to time and convenience obstacles.

The

most difficult part of the process was developing a costume
design concept that would facilitate an educational high
school theatre production, my understanding of the
director's vision, as well as my script analysis and
interpretation of the playwright's "message".
The Director's Concept
The director, set designer/co-director, and myself
first met during auditions.

At this time the director's

vision of the play was discussed.

This vision was guided by

director Franco Zeffirelli's film Hamlet with Mel Gibson and
Glen Close.

The director explained that she desired to

emulate both directing and design styles presented in this
film due to her visceral reactions to Zeffirelli's
interpretation of the script.
The director informed me that she was imagining
simplified period costumes much like those used in the movie
and that there were several costume pieces used in the film
that she would like duplicated, e.g., headdresses for
Gertrude, Ophelia, and Polonius.

I was given a videotape of

Zeffirelli's Hamlet and was encouraged to use it as a guide.

Further insights into the director's analyses of the play or
the characters was never discussed.
The set designer's concept was already under
construction and I was shown a white model of the intended
set.

I learned that the set would be comprised of an

agglomerate of staircases painted grey, in imitation of a
castle constructed of large rock blocks.

After reading

Hamlet, watching the video, and studying critical analyses
of the play, I was able to develop a concept that was
compatible with my understanding of the director's vision.
Of the many variables that influenced my design concept and
costume decisions, my script analysis was the most
important.
Script Analysis
As I read the play it became clear to me that
Shakespeare is warning us of the human capacity for
corruption and to beware of it.

Corruption, as I am using

it here, is the feeling or action of immoral behavior.
Immorality may consist of actions such as murder, greed,
treachery, incest, or adultery.

Shakespeare vividly warns

us of the ill effects of these types of corruption
throughout Hamlet.

This play is filled with characters who

are corrupted in one form or another, who warn others not to
become corrupted, or both.
In the very first scene Horatio tells us that the late
King Hamlet killed Fortinbras in battle, thereby gaining

Norway.

Many people are corrupted by the desire for power

and King Hamlet was certainly seeking more power in his
battle for more land.

Indeed, when King Hamlet's ghost

appears he says that he is:
Doomed for a certain term to walk the night,
And for the day confined to fast in fires,
Till the foul crimes done in my days of nature
Are burnt and purged away.

(1.5.10-13)

Although we know not what these crimes may have been, we can
conjecture corruption on his part as he proceeds to convince
young Hamlet that revenge is in order, thereby corrupting
his own son.
Claudius reveals very early in the play that Hamlet's
"father lost a father, / that father lost, lost his"
(1.2.89-90).

This statement made me question whether

Shakespeare meant that each was murdered--a possibility due
to the many references in this play to murder and revenge.
It is also possible because Claudius may have been
rationalizing his own action of killing the King his
brother.

If this is the case, he is saying that he was not

the first to be corrupted by the desire for power, nor would
he be the last.
In this play we see three sons corrupted by the desire
to avenge their fathers' deaths/murders, Hamlet, young
Fortinbras, and Laertes.

Young Fortinbras' uncle also took

the seat of late Fortinbras.

Without advising his uncle,

Young Fortinbras plans to attack Denmairk (Claudius) , avenge
his father's death and retrieve the lcinds he lost.

Laertes

is also corrupted by the desire to avenge his father's
executioner.

Claudius fans the spark of this corruption

even further by conspiring with Laertes to ensure success of
Hamlet's death.
Hamlet, however, is not as easily swayed to corruption.
"...

Hamlet understood and accepted the existence and

persistence of evil in the world.

He did not seek to prove

Claudius' villainy but rather to disprove it and so break
from the tyranny of violence"

(Golub 163).

In fact, "The

character-drawing of [Hamlet] is based . . . entirely on the
contrast between his innate capacity [for corruption] and
his desires [to do the right thing] so that he is torn in
two and continually tortured by his conscience" (Schucking
8).

Hamlet's corruption is made manifest in his actions

that stem from his hatred for hypocrisy.

Other people's

dishonesty angers him to the point of wildly lashing out,
causing the deaths of Polonius, Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern, and finally, Claudius.
Early in the play, Hamlet discloses his thoughts about
world conditions:

"Fie on't, ah, fie,

garden / That grows to seed.
nature / Possess it merely"

'tis an unweeded

Things rank and gross in
(1.2.135-137).

Shakespeare is

saying that the world is corrupt in nature and that this
corruption perpetuates itself.

Murder and revenge are not the only forms of corruption
witnessed in this play.

Incest is another.

First Hamlet

speaks of incest regarding his mother:
. . . Within a month-Ere yet the salt of most unrighteous tears
Had left the flushing in her galled eyes.
She married.

0, most wicked speed, to post

With such dexterity to incestuous sheets.
(1.2.153-157)
Shortly after this, King Hamlet's ghost inflames Hamlet's
belief further by referring to his brother Claudius: " . . .
that incestuous, that adulterate beast, / . . . / . . .

won

to his shameful lust / The will of my most seeming virtuous
queen" (1.5.42-46).
Chastity is a virtue to be revered.

However, Laertes,

Polonius and Hamlet describe how easily this virtue may be
corrupted.

First Laertes lectures Ophelia on the importance

of being wary of Hamlet's affection and warns her that a
young maid is too easily taken in by signs of love.

He

tells her to
. . . weigh what loss your honor may sustain
If with too credent ear you list his songs,
Or lose your heart, or your chaste treasure open
To his unmastered importunity.

(1.3.29-32)

and warns her that even "The chariest maid is prodigal
enough / If she unmask her beauty to the moon"

(1.3.36-37)

and that "Virtue itself scapes not calumnious strokes"
(1.3.38).

Not quite so eloquently, Polonius also warns

Ophelia that Hamlet may be attempting to corrupt her
chastity and, in his fatherly fashion, tells her to "Set
[her] entreatments [interviews with Hamlet] at a higher
rate" (1.3.122).

Polonius means that in order to avoid

corruption of her chastity, she should see Hamlet less often
and preferably escorted.
Hamlet himself warns her that "the power of beauty will
sooner transform honesty from what it is to a bawd than the
force of honesty can translate beauty into his likeness"
(3.1.111-114).

Hamlet means that a person's beautiful

nature is more easily corrupted by their underlying evil
nature than is evil kept at bay by beauty.

Hamlet further

advises Ophelia that "We [men] are arrant knaves all:
believe none of us.
130).

Go thy ways to a nunnery"

(3.1.129-

In other words--avoid corruption.
Hamlet similarly warns his mother of corruption in the

closet scene:
. . . Mother, for the love of grace,
Lay not that flattering unction to your soul,
That not your trespass but my madness speaks.
It will but skin and film the ulcerous place
Whiles rank corruption, mining also within,
Infects unseen.

Confess yourself to heaven,

Repent what's past, avoid what is to come.

And do not spread the compost on the weeds
To make them ranker.

(3.4.145-153)

He is referring to her incest and possible part in King
Hamlet's murder.

He is telling her not to ignore the evil

part of herself but to repel it and not let it become
contagious.
The point of Shakespeare's timeless message of the
human capacity for corruption is summarized in the grave
digger scene.

Although in the productions I have seen, the

directors cut this seven page scene to an equivalent of
about two pages of dialogue, I believe Shakespeare meant for
it to have much more import.

Schucking's description of the

significance of this scene concurs with my own evaluation:
To philosophize on the transitory nature of all
living things was not enough; the audience must
have it demonstrated before their very eyes by
means of human bones unearthed by a grave-digger's
spade.

We are even shown a fleshless grinning

skull as an example of the effects of corruption,
and are made to witness the hero's disgust at the
horrible smell that clings to these mortal
remains.

(4)

Although Yuri Lyubimov, director of Hamlet at Taganka
Theatre, Moscow in 1971, used a different visual metaphor,
his interpretation of the importance of this scene is akin
to my own.

In his production they "used skulls in several

different scenes to make people think of the moment of
death."

He says that "Maybe if you think more about that,

maybe you will be more decent in your life" (Golub 168).
At the beginning of this scene Hamlet is witnessing the
grave-digger tossing about skeletons as if they had no
character.

Hamlet is disgusted and questions this treatment

saying that this skull may have been a lawyer, or a
courtier, or a politician, etc..

In Hamlet's contemplation

of what these people may have been, we see that regardless
of status, everyone is susceptible to corruption.
Development of the Design Concept
Although research and other studies, discussed
hereafter, played a role in developing and solidifying my
design concept, for the most part, it evolved intuitively
from the script.

"But what the intellect finds arbitrary

the imagination may accept and respond to, for when we read
imaginatively or poetically we share the dramatist's
penetration for a while and deep is calling to deep"
(Knights 50).

When designing costumes for a play the first

step is to read the play and interpret it.

Our visceral

reaction to the play and its characters lead to fanciful
images which are often more compelling and appropriate to
the play than realistic and historical information found in
research.

If one responds to the imagery elicited by the

playwright, one can combine intuition (visceral response)
with intellect (knowledge) in order to cultivate a concept.

"The costumes of a given production collectively
express the director's interpretation [in this case my own]
of the theme for that production.

. . .

The theme,

concept, and mood of a production are supported by the
costumes through (1) style,
texture"

(Cunningham 10).

(2) color,

(3) scale, and (4)

My script analysis led to the

desire to metaphorically communicate through costume
Shakespeare's persistent message of the human capacity for
corruption.
I felt that costumes of a non-historical origin would
portray a timelessness that could be perceived, at least
subconsciously, by the audience; and that varying degrees of
corruption might be perceived through the association of
personality traits to line, color and texture.

Specific

costume decisions were guided by such factors as the
director's affinity to Franco Zeffirelli's film, the high
school's stock of costumes and supplies, budget, number of
actors and costume changes required, and the time allotted
for costume construction.

These last few items will be

discussed in Chapter two as part of the descriptions of
individual character costumes.
The director was so moved by the Franco Zeffirelli film
and so highly praised the images evoked by the costume
design, that it was necessary for me to also study the film.
Costume designs used in this film did inspire ideas in the
implementation of my design concept.

Before viewing this

film, my idea was to drastically simplify late sixteenthcentury costume in order to make them less time specific.
After viewing the film it was evident that costume designer
Maurizio Millinotti had achieved the effect I was looking
for.

Millinotti, however, used a different approach.

Instead of simplifying sixteenth-century costume, he
elaborated on thirteenth and fourteenth-century costume.
This approach inspired me to research earlier eras of
costume that may have been simpler and more universal in
design.

I knew that this high school production and its

budget restrictions would limit both the number and
complexity of costumes that were so striking in the film.
This limitation however, did not limit my design concept
because simplicity was what I desired.
Millinotti's costume design also offered insight into
color preferences for my own design.

He used off whites,

greys, browns, and tans for most of the supporting
characters.

These earth tones reminded me of Hamlet's

statement that the world "'tis an unweeded garden / That
grows to seed" (1.2.135-36) which led to my perception of
these colors as varying degrees of corruption.

However,

Millinotti's color choices for the main characters
contradicted my own impressions and I made my choices based
on Rebecca Cunningham's color/personality trait association
charts discussed in chapter two.

Although the headdresses that Millinotti designed for
Gertrude, Ophelia and Polonius worked with my design
concept, I could not fully oblige the director's desire for
duplication of these articles due to unavailability of
similar fabric used in the film.

I used the basic shapes of

Millinotti's design and adapted fabrics and patterns to
coordinate with the characters' costumes.

The most

significant influence of Millinotti's costume design for
Franco Zeffirreli's film was the inspiration for research
into earlier periods which led to the solidification of my
design concept and individual costume decisions.
This research influenced the combination of elements
from different eras which established the anonymity of time
and place that I desired.

Sources of specific Danish

costume history were not readily available.

However, this

was unimportant because location specificity would have been
as detrimental to my concept as time specificity--the
concept was not about historical accuracy but about
universal truths.
Through my study of several European costume history
books, I concluded that people of all classes wore simple
tunics throughout England and other areas of Europe from at
least the seventh century through the thirteenth century.

A

tunic is a gownlike garment of varying lengths, with or
without sleeves, originally worn by the ancient Greeks and
Romans.

The basic tunic was worn by both men and women with

various lengths, sleeves, necklines, and fullness.

Lengths

from below the knee to trailing were worn by women and older
men; knee length or shorter tunics were worn with hose by
younger men.

The simplicity of the basic shape, the fact

that it was used by both sexes, and that it was used for
such a long period of time made it appropriate for me to
implement these garments into my design.
These tunics of the seventh through the thirteenth
centuries found themselves again in widespread use in the
1960s.

This parallel subtly connected the old world with

the new and accomplished the timelessness I was striving to
achieve.

The flowing lines of these garments portray a

simple elegance that is timeless and their androgyny
represents the indiscriminate nature of corruption.

The

elegance of these garments also portrays the gracefulness
appropriate to a court environment.

Layering of long tunics

with shorter open or closed tunics was also common during
the seventh through the thirteenth centuries.

This layering

of clothing portrays, in my mind, the human personality and
its capacity for corruption.

For these reasons, I decided

to use a "variation on a tunic" theme for both male and
female, and main and supporting characters.

That is, to put

all characters in costumes of the same basic shape while
varying the color, texture, length, sleeve and neckline
shapes.

Although historically, younger men wore hose with
shorter tunics, I felt that using hose for the men would be
inappropriate for two reasons: 1) they would be too time
specific, and 2) high school boys are not receptive to
wearing clothing that is perceived by contemporary society
as feminine.

I chose to use untailored pants as an

alternative leg covering and decided that contemporary
leggings (close fitting pants of lightweight fabrics and
elastic waistbands) would be comfortable for the actors as
well as suggest a period feel without being specific.
Due to the high school's established protocol, the
actors were responsible for acquiring their own footwear.

I

was, however, able to advise them in style and color.
Keeping in mind my theme of simplicity and non-specificity
of time and place, as well as the actors ability to acquire
appropriate footwear, I suggested ballet slippers or jazz
shoes as appropriate for all women and the actors playing
older men.

I requested simple knee high boots for the

actors playing younger men because the sense of masculinity
and adventure that boots suggest are appealing.

I also felt

that boots might suggest the desire to keep ones feet out of
the mud and help to reveal the deception portrayed
throughout the play.

Although most of the actors did comply

with my wishes, a few of them had difficulties finding
appropriate footwear in their size and chose to wear

20

decidedly contemporary shoes.

The effects of this will be

considered in Chapter Two.
Many feminine headdresses of the thirteenth century
were simple veils worn shoulder length or longer, which
worked well for the courtiers in the play since actors'
short hairlengths needed to be concealed.

Historically,

women did not wear short hairstyles until the 1920s.

In my

research, I discovered that Millinotti's headdresses for
Gertrude, Ophelia and Polonius were also derived from
thirteenth-century models which explained their
appropriateness.
Claudius and Gertrude, the King and Queen, required
garments of a majestic quality.

I chose to adorn them in

elaborate capes from no specific time period.
The unification of garment silhouette, i.e., "variation
on a tunic" theme, illustrated the universality of the human
capacity for corruption.

Deviations in color and texture

helped to identify the degree and type of corruption
existing within each of the main characters.

Fabrics of

coarse textures in variations of greys, browns, and offwhites, worn by supporting characters, represented the
general state of the world, that is, the "unweeded garden"
(1.2.135) .
As stated earlier, Rebecca Cunningham's study of
general associations of personality traits with line, color
and texture guided me in costume choices.

The elements

influencing the decisions of costumes for individual
characters, or groups of related characters, will be
discussed in the following chapter.

In general, costumes

and fabrics were chosen with mindfulness of the following
considerations: 1) simple elegance appropriate to the court,
2) timelessness, and 3) colors and textures appropriate to
the associated personality traits for each character, or
group of characters.

Costume styles were chosen and/or

built on a "variation on a tunic" theme which helped me to
communicate the fact that all humans have the capacity for
corruption.

CHAPTER 2
SPECIFIC CHARACTER COSTUME CHOICES
AND TECHNICAL PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED
Costume Philosophy
Rebecca Cunningham defines an effective costume as
one that engages the audience's attention and
enhances the production and the actor's
performance.
functions:

It performs these two basic

(1) it visually defines the character

portrayed by the actor, and (2) it helps establish
the overall theme (idea) and mood (atmosphere) of
the production as interpreted by the director.

An

effective costume speaks to the audience's
subconscious store of knowledge and experience,
helping them to identify the individual characters
even before they speak and even if they are
silent.

(Cunningham 3)

Concurrent with my own interpretation of costume and its
use, I chose to follow this criteria in the creation of my
costume designs for this production of Hamlet.

By

establishing a general concept for a theme of the human
capacity for corruption a somber mood was created.
that context, I was able to visually connect certain
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characters (e.g., family members and friends) while
dissociating others (e.g., courtiers, guards, players, and
comic characters) with the use of color, texture, and
silhouette.

The identification of personality traits of the

main characters enabled me to visually represent their
characteristics through costume.

My character

interpretations, methods and intentions of costumes will
become apparent in the next section of this chapter.
Each character, or group of related characters, has a
unique personality that can be visually illustrated through
costume.

The three main elements of costume--color, texture

and line--all have psychological associations which can be
utilized by the designer to portray to an audience a
character's personality.

Although these elements may have

different psychological associations for different people,
by coordinating general color, texture and style
associations the desired correlation may be heightened.
Rebecca Cunningham has identified general psychological
associations of personality traits with color, texture, and
line in her book, The Magic Garment. The information
provided is by no means comprehensive or conclusive, but did
prove invaluable as a guide.

Cunningham describes her

conclusions as "general associations which the designer can
use or adjust to specific needs"

(124).

I chose to use this

information as a guide because her association references
corresponded with other researchers' conclusions, as well as

my own responses; and the chart format Cunningham uses was
more concise and easy to follow than other applicable
sources.
Because my descriptions of the characters contain more
adjectives than these charts provide, I did need to
extrapolate and adapt my interpretations to the basic
information provided.

By referring to these charts I was

readily able to identify which texture, and colors might
best suit the individual characters, and was able to adapt
those theories to my general design concept.

Armed with

historical knowledge, theories, intentions and intuition, I
was now prepared to make decisions on whether to pull, rent,
or build the necessary costumes.
The method for choosing individual costumes began with
my interpretation of the characters' personality traits and
their connection to my general concept of the human capacity
for corruption.

The number of costume changes logically

required for each character were then determined.

Due to

build time and budget constraints, the number of costume
changes was minimized.

Once that was established, sketches

of basic costume ideas for each character were made and
presented to the director.

She indicated her approval, and

the high school's stock-rooms were explored for usable
articles and materials.

The following section describes,

the steps outlined above; the costumes themselves; whether
costumes were found in stock, rented, or built for this
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production; and discusses specific technical difficulties
encountered with the costumes.
Individual Costumes
Hamlet
I perceive Hamlet to be a contemplative, introverted,
unpredictable, unpretentious, preoccupied, and melancholyyoung man.
play.

He is a loner and unlike other characters in the

Hamlet's connection with corruption is his animosity

toward hypocrisy and his actions resulting from it.

He is

also loath to succumb to corruption (of revenge for his
father, and of his love for Ophelia).
I decided that Hamlet would require two costumes.

One

for all of Act 1 and most of Act 2, and one to be donned
upon his return from England.
a change in character.

At that point Hamlet displays

He also required a blood stained

shirt that could be revealed in the duel scene with Laertes.
The costume worn throughout most of the play was black.
The fact that Hamlet is the only cast member entirely in
black establishes his individualism.

The color black is

generally associated with mourning, death, gloom,
uncertainty, mystery, dignity and sorrow, all of which apply
to Hamlet.

Hamlet's introverted nature was demonstrated by

straight lines and simplicity of silhouette.

The same basic

cut of costume was worn by all the young male characters to
represent the equality of their capacity for corruption.
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Hamlet's black costume was constructed from both
purchased and found fabrics.

It consisted of a simple short

tunic made from a thin wale corduroy, with a cowl and long
sleeves of a lightweight stretch fabric with a visually
uneven lined texture and leggings of a tight knit ribbed
fabric.

The materials for tunic and leggings were purchased

on sale and the fabric used for cowl and sleeves was found
in stock.

The actor, responsible for his own footwear,

added tall black boots and properties added a belt and sword
which were worn throughout.
I felt that Hamlet displayed a change in character upon
his return from England and that a costume change at this
point would be appropriate.

At this time Hamlet seems to

have experienced some sort of enlightenment on his journey
and returns "harder, more determined,
formidable"

(Williams 98).

[and] altogether more

Juliet McLaughlin points out the

fact that Hamlet no longer makes reference to Fortune or 111
Fortune as he did earlier in the play, but is now suggesting
the "workings of a higher power"

(McLauchlin 63).

This

would imply some sort of spiritual enlightenment on Hamlet's
part.
Because of this character change, and the fact that
corruption was still both a part of him and the play, I
continued to use the black leggings and boots but replaced
the black tunic with a loose fitting ecru shirt and a light
tan, thick wale corduroy tunic that laced up the front.
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Although the color white is generally associated with
virginity or purity, it is also sometimes associated with
spiritualism, therefore it would have been appropriate to
use.

However, white presents many lighting problems on

stage and should be avoided unless absolutely necessary,
e.g., nurse, doctor, angel.

Ecru is close to white and I

felt that it would sufficiently establish the representation
of Hamlet's new found spirituality, especially compared to
his black garment previously worn.
The shirt was built from white cotton sheets, available
in stock, and dyed the appropriate hue.

I purposely slashed

the right sleeve and applied blood red dye in order to
physically reveal the wound inflicted upon him by Laertes in
the duel scene.

The tunic worn over this shirt was made

with a thick wale, tan corduroy fabric found in stock.

The

color brown is generally associated with earthiness,
security, substance and stability.

I chose this fabric

because it was available without cost, the course texture
illustrated Hamlet's earthiness, and I felt that light tan
would provoke many of the same associations as brown.
Although the tunic was constructed with ease of removal
in mind, the actor had problems with it and removed the
lacing so it hung open.

The lacing was intended to

represent the precariousness of Hamlet's mental stability.
The garment's new appearance altered this intention
substantially because Hamlet now appeared unkempt instead of
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being held together by a string.

I was unable to discover

why the actor was having difficulties and did not have the
opportunity to work with him because of time constraints.
Gertrude
My perception of Queen Gertrude is that she is
extraverted, sensual, passionate, and fearful.

Her

connection with corruption is Hamlet's perception of incest
and King Hamlet's perception of her involvement with his
death.
I determined that Gertrude required two costumes. One
to be worn throughout Act 1 and the last few scenes of Act
2, and one to be worn for the first part of Act 2.

As the

Queen, Gertrude needed something regal yet simple enough to
fit into the general costume plot.

The costume worn

throughout Act 1 was a deep rich red dress found in stock.
The dress was simple, yet more complex than Ophelia's and
all other courtiers', which established her social status.
Its texture was smooth and soft, had a low cut neckline,
fitted bodice, and long full skirt which illustrated
Gertrude's sensuality and maturity.

The color red is

generally associated with sin, passion, power, and vitality.
Worn over this dress was a long, full, gold brocade cape
with black velvet trim which was constructed with materials
found in stock.

The texture of this cape was somewhat fuzzy

and the gold color was muted which portrayed a luxuriousness
appropriate to a queen.

The colors had no distinct

personality associations for me, but the gold may have been
associated with her happiness, warmth, and/or fearfulness;
and the black trim may have indicated sophistication,
formality, and/or mourning.
The first part of Act 2 required a change for two
reasons: 1) Act 2 began with "The Mousetrap" scene (the play
within a play). As the director chose to stage this scene
as a court event, I felt that Gertrude would certainly
appear in different attire for this occasion, and 2) the
closet (bedroom) scene required her to be in a dressing
gown.
I decided to combine elements from two dresses found in
stock in order to achieve an appropriate style.

A pastel

green dress had a longer skirt which I attached to a dark
green dress as an under-skirt.

The sleeves of the pastel,

full and slanted, were sewn under the long narrower sleeves
of the dark dress.

The director and I felt that due to the

physical demands of Gertrude in the closet scene, this dress
would need to be more shoulder than chest revealing.

The

neck opening was widened at the shoulders and a wide pastel
green ribbon was inserted to raise the very low vee
neckline.
Both of these dresses had a soft, smooth, shiny texture
which illustrated Gertrude's sophistication and sensuality.
I chose green because it is generally associated with guilt,
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terror, and restlessness, all of which relate to Gertrude
during the closet scene.

Green is also associated with

wealth.
Fabric for a cape that would compliment this dress was
not available in stock, nor was it available within the
budget.

However, I felt that a cape was necessary for the

scenes preceding the closet scene.

I found a green, red and

gold brocade cape with black trim that could be rented
within budget.

The style, having a hood, did not quite fit

into the overall costume plot, but it did work well with the
dress and I felt that it was not so out of place as to
attract excessive attention.

I also appreciated the deep

red accents because this helped to continue the associations
with her red dress of Act 1 and with Claudius.
The cape of Act 1 was constructed from a king size
bedspread that I was reluctant to cut because it could be
used for another purpose at a later date.

I draped, pinned

and sewed until I achieved a suitable style.

However, it

became quite heavy and the actress had a difficult time
keeping it on her shoulders.

I attached a thick black satin

cord decoratively as a closure slightly above her breast
which solved the problem.

Although I was pleased with the

end result, I feel that it may have been a more optimal
choice to cut the bedspread from the same pattern used for
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Claudius' capes because it would have tied them together
even more and it would have been more comfortable for the
actress.
Gertrude used three headdresses.

One, worn in the

first part of Act 1, was a gold crown acquired by props.
Another, worn for most of the other scenes, was built of two
thin white bands--one that fit around her forehead, the
other fit under her chin and attached to the first band at
the temples.

The band around her forehead was decorated

with gold ribbon.

The last headdress, constructed in the

same manner, was worn for Ophelia's funeral scene.

I used a

black and gold trim as the bands and attached a veil of a
shear black fabric.
Claudius
I perceive Claudius to be hypocritical, power hungry,
sinful, deceitful and dangerous.
and treachery.

He also exhibits cowardice

His outward appearances, however, seem

sincere, loyal and innocent.
corruption are obvious.

His connections with

The director and I felt that

Claudius would also change for a court event but that a
complete change was not necessary.
As there was not an appropriate garment for Claudius in
stock,

a floor length caftan was constructed for him which

was worn throughout the play.

I chose a deep, rich red

velvet fabric which I purchased on sale.

The color was very

close to that of Gertrude's dress which established their
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relationship to each other.

Since this color was not used

for any other cast member, it also set the King and Queen
apart.

The luxurious texture established the King's royalty

and the color red helped to illustrate his characteristics
of strength, power, and sin.

This color also represented

the blood spilled in order for Claudius to gain the position
of King and the danger he posed to Hamlet.
Two capes were constructed from drapery fabrics found
in stock.

The fabric of the main body of the cape worn in

Act 1 was slightly textured, shiny and yellow gold.

I chose

to trim this cape with a stiff, dark royal blue velvet
because this contrast would illustrate the difference
between Claudius' outward appearances and his true
underlying nature.

A harsh shiny texture is generally

associated with evil and yellow is identified with cowardice
and treachery.

The color blue is associated with loyalty,

sincerity, purity, and innocence.
The same effect was accomplished with the second cape
worn in Act 2.

The royal blue fabric used for the trim of

the first cape was used as the main body of the second.

The

reverse side of the main body fabric of the first, which was
a dull, textured yellow gold, was used as the trim.
The actor chose to wear black wing tips which, although
slightly distracting because they were so distinctively
twentieth century, established a connection with the
contemporary aspects of Claudius' evil character.
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King Hamlet's Ghost
I perceive King Hamlet as a restless, guilt ridden
ghost.

His connection with corruption is his desire for

revenge and his insistence on young Hamlet's committing
murder.

The actor obviously required no costume changes.

Although the script describes King Hamlet's ghost as
being clad in armor, I chose not to use this sort of
costume.

The director advised me early on that the actor

was devising a belt that would emit a fog like mist to wear
under his costume.

Lines referring to the armor were

omitted to accommodate the actual costume.
A floor length caftan and a knee length over-tunic were
constructed using the same pattern as that used for
Claudius.

The caftan was constructed from a heavy dark grey

flannel purchased on sale.

The over-tunic was constructed

of a heavy weight olive green gauze, also purchased on sale.
I felt that the actor could wear the belt over the caftan
and that the fog would come through the gauze and disperse
for an eerie, ghostly effect.

I chose these colors because

grey is generally associated with death, ghostliness, and
penitence and green is associated with restlessness,
ghostliness and guilt which represented King Hamlet's
ghost's characteristics well.
For some reason the fog devise did not work and was not
used in the production.

However, the lighting on the

costume achieved a nice eerie effect.

Although I had
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requested jazz shoes or ballet slippers, the actor chose to
wear thick soled casual black shoes.

Although decidedly

1990s, the texture of the shoes was dull and appeared more
grey than black so they blended with the length of the
caftan.
Polonius
Polonius is a philosopher and an adviser to the King,
although he is often described as a doddering old fool.

I

see him as being dignified, at least in his own little
world, reflective, protective of Ophelia, profound, and
dramatic.

His connections with corruption are his warnings

to Ophelia and his sordid affiliation to Claudius regarding
Hamlet and Ophelia, and Hamlet's madness.

I felt that

costume changes were unnecessary for Polonius because there
are no changes in his character and his personality did not
suggest the need.
I costumed him in a dark grey floor length caftan and a
long, open deep purple over-tunic.

The caftan was

constructed of a heavy weight, loose woven polyester
purchased on sale.

I chose this fabric because of its

regular, medium texture which is associated with maturity,
stability, and conservativism while the color grey is
associated with dignity.

Since grey is also associated with

death it helped to foreshadow his murder.
The over-tunic of a deep purple velveteen was found in
stock.

The style, however, needed to be altered to a more

simple design.
sleeve.

I desired a straight cut with a 3/4 dolmen

The tunic, open in front, had this basic cut but

the sleeves were pleated at the shoulder.

I took out the

pleating and adjusted the sideseams to fit the actor.

I

chose this garment because of its rich texture which
established Polonius' high social status within the court;
and because purple (violet/blue-violet) is generallyassociated with profundity, dignity, drama, and philosophy.
The style suggested maturity, or old age.
His headdress was constructed from the same fabric as
his caftan.

A hood pattern was used to fit the actors head

and long tie flaps were incorporated into the pattern to
achieve the style requested by the director.
Originally, the director had mentioned that she felt
Polonius should be pudgy, which would require padding as the
actor was quite thin.

Keeping this in mind, I built these

garments to fit the actor quite loosely.

After seeing the

actor in these garments during a rehearsal, it was decided
that padding was unnecessary because of the loose fit and
the way the actor was playing the character.

The actor was

able to acquire black jazz shoes, which worked very nicely.
Laertes
I perceive Laertes as aloof, caring, independent,
honest but capable of cunning, and sane but volatile.

His

connections to corruption are his warnings to Ophelia, his
explosive reaction to his father and sister's deaths, and

his conspiracy with Claudius against Hamlet.

The director

and I felt that a costume change was unnecessary because of
the length of time Laertes is off stage and my desire to
reassociate him to Polonius.
Laertes needed to be youthful yet visually connected to
his father (Polonius).

The bodice of a shirt found in stock

was made of the same fabric as Polonius1 over-tunic.

I

removed the sleeves and made a vest that laced up the front.
This garment tied Laertes to Polonius and, because of
general color and texture associations, reflected Laertes
casual, natural, and aloof nature.

This vest was worn over

a long, loose fitting shirt constructed from dyed (light
grey) drapery lining fabric in stock.

Dark grey leggings

were built with fabric purchased on sale.

The light grey

reflected Laertes' youth and the dark grey further tied him
to Polonius.

The actor added tall dark brown boots which

further reflected Laertes' naturalness and stability.
Ophelia
My perception of Ophelia is that she is honest,
subservient, and trusting.

Her connection with corruption

is her innocence of and vulnerability to it.

This is

evident in the warnings she receives from Laertes, Polonius
and Hamlet.

Ophelia required three costumes; everyday

attire, a more formal dress for the "Mousetrap" scene, and
distressed clothing for her madness.
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Throughout Act 1 she wore a floor length ecru caftan
found in stock, covered by a full length over-tunic open at
the sides.

The over-tunic was constructed from drapery

fabric purchased at a thrift store.

I chose this fabric

because it had an uneven geometric pattern and texture with
an ecru background and varied brown lines.

The ecru

reflected Ophelia's innocence, youth, purity, honesty, and
delicacy.

The browns reflected her friendliness,

naturalness, stability and humility.

A cream colored

headdress was constructed of an unevenly textured rayon
found in stock.

The uneven textures reflected her inner

state of confusion about Hamlet, it also helped to
foreshadow her eventual insanity.
A pale pink, satiny smooth, simply cut, full length
dress with a slight train was found in stock for the
"Mousetrap" scene.

I chose to construct a full length over

tunic, open in front, from a velveteen bedspread of the same
pale pink hue found in stock.

The paleness continued to

reflect the same characteristics as the ecru of Act 1, and
the textures reflected Ophelia as more relaxed, mature and
of sound mind.
The next time we see Ophelia she has gone mad.

The

director wanted her to appear as though she had been playing
in a shallow riverbed.

By spraying the hemlines with a

mixture of black and brown Rit dyes, I distressed a dress
(found in stock) and over-tunic (constructed of a different

drapery fabric purchased at the thrift store) similar to
those worn in Act 1.

Due to Ophelia's physical demands of

running up and down staircases in this costume, I split the
dress up the back seam to just above her knees to allow for
better movement.

The over-tunic worn in Act 1 was tied at

the sides whereas this over-tunic was left to hang open.
She returned to her Act 1 garb for the burial scene.

The

actress wore pink ballet slippers which worked well because
they blended with her costumes and were not time-specific.
Horatio
I perceive Horatio to be loyal, honest, dignified, and
calm.

His connection with corruption is his apparent

resistance of it.

I decided that Horatio required no

costume changes because his character displays no
alterations in personality.
Horatio was a courtier and friend to Hamlet in their
youth.

Their friendship continued in school away from

court.

The reason for Horatio's return was his loyalty to

his friend and the court: to attend the late King's funeral,
the marriage of Gertrude and Claudius, and as a soldier of
Denmark in preparation of the impending invasion by Young
Fortinbras.

Because of Horatio's relationship to Hamlet as

friend and confident, as well as the vessel of Hamlet's
story to Young Fortinbras at the end of the play, I felt
that it was necessary to visually connect Horatio and
Hamlet.

I decided that the optimal way of doing this would

be to use the same style as well as both similar and
identical fabrics.
I constructed leggings for Horatio out of the same
black, tight knit ribbed fabric used for Hamlet's leggings.
This fabric was also used for the long sleeves and cowl of
Horatio's tunic.

The main body of the tunic was constructed

with a medium grey, thin wale corduroy purchased on sale.

I

chose grey because it is generally associated with Horatio's
characteristics of calmness and dignity.

The actor added

tall boots and props added a belt and sword.
Francisco. Marcellus, Barnardo, Augustus, Cassius and Osric
Five of these characters are guardsmen and always on
stage together, the last is a messenger.

Since these

characters are basically a group and have few speaking
lines, I felt that individual personality traits were
irrelevant. Their connection with corruption is simply that
if they are not corrupt, they have the capacity for it.

The

actor playing Barnardo also played Osric.
The director advised me early on that only Francisco
and Marcellus required actual "guard uniforms".

However,

very late in the rehearsal process another was written in-Cassius.

To my advantage though, I had not begun

construction of the guards uniforms at that point.
I knew that realistic armor was an unreasonable
expectation because 1) it did not fit with my aim toward
simplicity, and 2) it was completely out of budget range.

However, I still desired the feel of armor which I could
work into both budget and my overall design.
I decided that sewing dark grey vinyl strips, cut in a
scalloped pattern, onto grey cloth tunics would accomplish
the desired effect--that of leather armor.

I dyed a large

white sheet, found in stock, a dark grey and constructed
three tunic bodices from it.

I then made a template of the

scalloped design to be drawn in consistent strips on the
vinyl which I had purchased inexpensively at an
automotive/hardware discount supply house.

Once the strips

were cut, I sewed them onto the tunics, placing each strip
above the first with the scallops askew.

I used a heavy,

coarsely textured fabric, found in stock, that would
somewhat resemble chain mail when dyed a dark grey, for the
sleeves and cowls of the vinyl tunics.
Medium grey leggings of a lightweight knit fabric,
purchased on sale, were constructed for Marcellus and
Cassius.

A dark grey of the same fabric was used for

Francisco's, as well as Barnardo and Augustus' leggings.
There was left over fabric from Polonius' caftan that I
opted to use for constructing the bodice of Augustus' tunic.
A light weight, dark grey knit fabric, found in stock, was
used for the sleeves and cowl of his tunic.
I decided to set Barnardo apart from the other
guardsmen because I felt that his relationship with Horatio
was closer than that of the others.

I constructed a tunic

bodice from a wide wale tan corduroy, found in stock, with
sleeves and cowl of a coarsely textured cream colored
fabric, also found in stock.

However, when I saw Barnardo

on stage in this I felt that he stood apart much more than
intended.

Since the tunic that the actor wore as Osric was

much darker, I asked him to switch the two, which worked
much better.
Osric's tunic, found in stock, was made of a dark olive
green, coarsely textured fabric.

I inserted a dark grey

cowl from a knit fabric in stock.
All of these actors added boots of varying heights.
None of which made a statement in regards to a specific time
period.
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern
The director chose to use these characters as comic
relief.

The actors portraying them took that element to the

extreme.

These characters were portrayed as loud, earthy,

cheerful, exuberant, youthful, timorous, and both loyal and
deceitful.

Their connection to corruption is their

association with Claudius and their deceit of Hamlet, a
supposed friend.

Both of the actors also played other

characters, but this was the only reason for costume
changes.
I chose to accommodate the exaggerated comic element of
these characters by costuming Rosencrantz in a bright yellow
gold, wide wale corduroy tunic which was found in stock.

The garment was actually a long jacket which I altered.

The

open front was sewn halfway up, and eyelets were inserted
for lacing to the neckline.

The sleeves were shortened to a

3/4 length and long sleeves and a cowl were added.

The

fabric for the cowl and sleeves, as well as the construction
of leggings, was a dark navy blue, stretch knit found in
stock.
I chose to rent a dull orange tunic of a very coarsely
textured fabric from the University of North Dakota's
Burtness Theatre for Guildenstern. A cowl was not added but
because it had a wide neckline I asked the actor to wear a
black t-shirt underneath.

I felt that a pair of dark green-

blue leggings of a tight knit ribbed fabric from my own
closet would be appropriate with this tunic and for his
character.

Both of the actors added tall black boots and

brown belts.
I chose these colors because yellow is generally
associated with cowardice and treachery and orange is
associated with youthfulness, earthiness, and exuberance.
Since these characters are always seen together the colors
and associations are connected.

They also help to tie the

two to Claudius since he is also in a yellow gold.

The

course textures further illustrate their uncouth and earthy
natures.

Grave-diggers
The grave-diggers were also used as comic relief
characters.

My perception of them is that they are honest,

witty, casual, earthy, calm, and somewhat obscure.

Their

connection to corruption is the effects of it revealed in
that scene.
I chose to costume one in light greys and the other in
light browns.

The fabrics for each, found in stock, were

almost identical.

Tunics for each were constructed of a

lightweight, coarsely textured stretch knit fabric.

Worn

under the tunics were shirts made from white sheets dyed the
appropriate hues.

Leggings were built from a slightly

fuzzy, almost velvet fabric.
these characters barefoot.

The director opted to have
I questioned the appropriateness

of this but was unable to identify why, other than obvious
safety reasons, so said nothing.
Light colors generally emit an air of lightheartedness
which helped to represent the comic element of these
characters.

Brown is associated with casualness,

friendliness, earthiness and honesty while grey is
associated with calmness and death.

The texture of the

fabrics also visually represented the characters' earthy
natures.

I chose not to distress these costumes because I

felt that juxtapositioning cleanliness and filth would
underscore the message of the ill fate of the corrupted.

Originally, both actors cast in these roles were very
large in girth.

I had built both costumes when I was

advised that one of the actors had quit and would be
replaced by someone very thin.
the costume, which was enormous.

I had the new actor try on
However, the director,

actor and I liked the dumpy, comical effect.

Adjustment of

the elastic waistband on the leggings was all that was
necessary.
Courtiers
There was a total of thirteen courtiers, two of them
male.

Since these were non-speaking characters who were

mainly there for environmental effect, I felt that analysis
of individuals was irrelevant.

The courtiers are connected

to corruption in that they are human and have the capacity
for it.

Some of the actors also portrayed other characters

and required costume changes for that purpose.
The "variation on a tunic" theme, most apparent with
this group, visually illustrated the equality of the human
capacity for corruption.

Each of the female courtiers was

costumed in a floor length caftan and over-tunic open at the
sides.

The males' costumes were identical except for the

neckline of their tunics.
The caftans were constructed from drapery lining fabric
and white sheets, both purchased and found in stock.
two similar patterns and varied the shape of the long

I used

sleeves.

After these garments were built, they were dyed

various muted hues of brown, orange, red-brown, and ecru.
The over-tunics were constructed from coarsely
textured, loosely woven drapery fabrics purchased at a
thrift store.

A basic long rectangle was folded in half and

either rectangle or oval necklines were cut on the fold.
Some of these needed to be pleated as the holes were cut too
large.

This also varied the look of the over-tunics.

The

colors in these fabrics coordinated with the caftans.
As requested by the director, they each wore a simple
veil cut from sheer off white fabrics found in stock.

Black

veils, cut from a sheer knit fabric purchased on sale, were
worn for Ophelia's funeral scene.
In continuing this "variation on a tunic theme", the
male courtiers were costumed in short tunics and leggings.
The tunics were constructed from a light tan, thick wale
corduroy purchased on sale; a coarsely woven ecru fabric
found in stock was used for the sleeves and cowls of these
tunics.

Two pairs of black leggings were supplied from my

own closet.
Most of the girls did wear either white or pale colored
ballet slippers as requested.

One of them, however, wore a

pair of beige bedroom slippers which were, for the most
part, inconspicuous because of the length of her caftan.
The males wore either black or brown boots as requested.

Players
The director went against tradition and cast all
females for these roles.

Again, I felt that individual

character analyses were unnecessary.

I did however, feel

the need to subtly connect the player King and Queen to
Gertrude and Claudius.

As a group the players are connected

to corruption in that actors were considered harlots and
transients by the general public until quite recently.

The

player King and Queen appeared as part of the troupe in Act
1 so they needed two players costumes.
In order to connect the player King and Queen to
Claudius and Gertrude I made a floor length caftan for the
player King out of the same fabric as the main body of
Claudius' cape worn in Act 1.

A dark brown paisley velvet

cape with gold satin trim, rented from the University of
North Dakota's (hereafter UND) Burtness Theatre, was worn
over this caftan.

I chose this cape because the paisley

design incorporated the colors red, green, blue, and yellow
gold which discreetly displayed colors worn by Gertrude and
Claudius.

I chose a deep red dress, similar to Gertrude's

dress of Act 1, for the player Queen.

A long lightweight

ecru cape with red highlights was worn over this dress.
Both items were rented from UND's Burtness Theatre.

Since

Claudius was wearing the blue cape and Gertrude was wearing
the green dress and cape at this time, the connection was
indirect yet discernable.

I desired a light and playful mood for the players and
decided that pastels and loose fitting tunics and leggings
would accomplish this as well as provide comfort and
adequate mobility for the physically active actors.

I found

four complete costumes at UND's Burtness Theatre which I
rented: 1) blue leggings with horizontal stripes on the
calves and an orange tunic with the blue striped sleeves, 2)
burgundy and ecru horizontally narrow striped leggings and
top with a solid burgundy over-tunic, 3) green narrow
horizontally striped leggings and top with solid light green
over-tunic, and 4) peach and burgundy wide horizontal
striped leggings and tunic with dark solid burgundy sleeves.
Two other tunics were rented from UND: 1) a dark brown and
beige that laced up the top front; a pair of dark red
leggings from my wardrobe were worn with this tunic, and 2)
a beige tunic which I made longer and blowsy by adding ecru
fabric to the bottom; a pair of beige vertically striped
leggings from the actor's wardrobe were worn with it.

The

last players costume consisted of a beige tunic with peach
velvet sleeves found in stock and peach longjohns from my
wardrobe.
I chose these colors because they reflected colors worn
by Claudius and Gertrude as well as other characters in the
play which helped to reflect the nature of the human
capacity for corruption.
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The actors added accessories such as sashes, scarves,
hats, and capes.

Some of these things were somewhat

incongruent with the rest of the costume scheme but I was
unable to make changes because of the high school's protocol
discussed earlier.

All of the players went barefoot.

Technical Difficulties and Learning Experiences
There was a large number of items that needed to be
constructed and eventually, I found myself in need of
assistance.

Because this was an educational thesis project,

I discussed the problem with my advisor at UND, Greg
Gillette.

He suggested that I speak with Kathy Jacobs, the

costume shop manager, because she had stagecrafts students
that needed "hands on" sewing experience.

Since she was not

working on a big "build" show at that time, she did not have
productive projects for them.

When I spoke with her about

the possibility of bringing Hamlet costumes to the Burtness
Theatre costume shop for construction, she felt that this
was a good idea and that both her students and I would
benefit from the arrangement.
This assistance contributed greatly to the learning
experience of this project because I was responsible for my
designs and became an instructor to their implementation.
Many of the students were inexperienced sewers and were
given simple tasks such as drawing the scalloped design and
cutting the vinyl for the guards uniforms.

Some were taught
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how to sew simple garments on the machines after I had cut
the fabric from patterns, i.e., tunics, caftans, and
leggings.
There were a few garments that had complicated
construction designs which Kathy Jacobs assisted me in
implementing.

Her expertise was invaluable in that she

taught me cutting, draping and sewing techniques that I had
not previously learned to execute.

These new found skills

will prove to be useful in future projects.
Another valuable learning experience was budget
management.

I kept close records of purchase, rental, and

cleaning costs and managed to successfully stay under
budget.

Since my budget was very small for such a large

project I had to be very careful of expenditures.

I

obtained several costumes from stock, as well as many
fabrics suitable to my design (e.g. curtains, sheets,
bedspreads as well as scraps and substantial fabric
yardage). Additional fabrics were purchased on sale or at
thrift stores.

I was also able to rent several items from

UND Burtness Theatre's costume stock at rates within budget.
Costumes were presented to the director for approval as
soon as they were chosen or completed.
was generally positive.

Immediate feedback

She pointed out minor changes to be

made but never rejected any of the costumes.
Although the cast did have the major portion of their
costumes several days for rehearsals, the number of
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alterations and minor additions mounted and, even with the
assistance, costumes were not entirely completed until the
day before opening night.

The actors seemed to be used to

this and unaffected by it, but I was very distressed.

My

past experience led me to believe that there should be
nothing more than a popped snap or button to repair after
dress rehearsals had begun.

However, I was assured by

several people that the current situation was normal for
this theatre.
During one of our meetings, the director suggested that
I give the actors small projects on their costumes (i.e.
sewing on buttons, hooks and eyes, and snaps), not only to
help out, but to give them some experience.

I felt that

this was a good idea and asked a few actors to please sew on
hook and eye closures at the top of their caftans as the
garments hung open without them, revealing their chests.
These closures were never applied because the actors did not
understand what I was asking for and did not inquire about
it; and because my time was limited.

This experience made

me aware that no matter how simple I may perceive a task to
be, someone else may not understand what is needed and I
must communicate in more detail.

I also learned that if a

task really needs to be done, I must budget my time more
efficiently.
A large problem during the run of the show was that the
actors were reluctant to report any costume glitches despite
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the fact that I was at the theatre an hour before each
evening performance for the sole purpose of repairing any
rips, lost fasteners, etc.

Part of the problem was that

most of the actors were already in costume when I arrived,
which made repairs impossible.

Only once was I advised of a

problem that could be rectified during that block of time.
I discovered other unreported problems after the run of the
show when I took the costumes home for laundering.

Several

repairable rips had been safety pinned causing undo stress
on the fabrics.

The reason for the actors' reluctance to

come to me may have been that they were advised that they
were responsible for the maintenance of their own costumes.
My understanding was that this meant laundering, but not
necessarily repairing.

This assumption may have been either

a misunderstanding or a miscommunication.

CHAPTER 3
EVALUATION AND CONCLUSION
As a designer, my experience with this production of
Hamlet was all encompassing because it engaged my knowledge
of several different production roles.

I was concerned with

making the costumes a part of the director's and technical
director's production.

I was also concerned with making

high school students comfortable, able to move with ease,
able to connect with their character and feel good about
being on stage.

These elements are always important, but

high school aged actors are generally more self conscious
than more seasoned actors.
Because there was no formal response structure, I do
not know whether my intentions of metaphorically
communicating Shakespeare's message of corruption was
successful.

Through both overheard and directed comments, I

do know that I was successful in coordinating my costume
design concept with the director's vision and the
set/lighting designer's concept, as well as making the
actors feel good on stage.
Several audience members discussing the play commented
on how impressed they were with all aspects of this high
school production, e.g. acting, set, costumes, lights, etc.
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Many of the actors informed me that they enjoyed their
costumes because they accomplished my goals stated earlier.
They also remarked that the costumes made them feel like
their character.
The director had not been as communicative as others in
my experience regarding costume choices during the decision
making process, except to grant her approval.
production I inquired as to why.

After the

She replied, "you kept

giving me what I wanted so discussion was unnecessary."

The

color scheme I chose also worked well with the set/lighting
designer's choices although we did not collaborate our
efforts.
In order to evaluate my work as objectively as
possible, I consciously separated myself from my
participation in the production and allowed myself to become
absorbed in the performance and the atmosphere that was
presented before me.

My response was that the costumes

complemented the words and action of the play and augmented
the sense of continuous deception and impending judgement.
I felt that Claudius' costume was the most effective in
portraying his dual personality because the red under the
blue and yellow gold betrayed his sinister nature that he
inadequately covered with his outward appearance of
sincerity.

Polonius' costume was also effective in that he

appeared scholarly and insightful.

The King and Queen

players' costumes did make the subtle connection to Claudius
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and Gertrude.

When all of the characters were on stage, the

colors and textures seemed to mingle in the sense of a
garden.

Despite my disappointment in some of the minor

costume construction details, overall, I was satisfied with
their appearance and effectiveness on stage.
Although the number of costumes required for such a
large cast made the building of costumes very time
consuming, the choice of design concept, using a "variation
on a tunic" theme based on thirteenth-century costume,
technically worked quite well.

This concept provided ease

of construction for most of the costumes because only five
patterns were required which expedited both cutting and
sewing.

This concept was also cost effective because most

of the materials needed for construction, as well as many
alterable costumes were found in the high school1s stock
which was advantageous to both time and budget constraints.
Through the process of locating ready-made costumes and
materials for costumes to be built for this project, I
became aware of the fact that it is necessary to be aware of
as many resources for these as possible (e.g. costume rental
houses, fabric and sewing supply stores, etc.) and to access
them in order to find the most suitable articles being
sought and to acquire the best price on them.
In conclusion, I believe this experience was valuable
to me in my growth as a designer.

I learned that not all

theatre organizations utilize the collaborative method as
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described in Chapter I and that a designer may be required
to "read minds" in this situation.

For this reason,

intuition and good listening skills are invaluable tools.

I

learned that with the right attitude, teamwork can be
accomplished even without a formal collaboration structure.
Keeping an open mind and a willingness to work within
whatever production framework is presented is also essential
to a good designer.
This project also provided me with good practical
experience in draping, pattern drafting, and alterations.

I

gained experience in both teaching and managing the
implementation of my designs by utilizing the University of
North Dakota's Burtness Theatre Costume Shop and stagecraft
students.

These students were willing to learn and eager to

help which made instruction and delegating tasks rewarding.
On the whole, designing costumes for the Red River High
School's production of Hamlet was a challenging and
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APPENDIX A
Costume Renderings
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APPENDIX B
Production Photographs

Figure 16
HAMLET'S SUMMONING
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Figure 17
THE PLEDGE
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Figure 18
LAERTES DEPARTURE 1

Figure 19
LAERTES DEPARTURE 2
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Figure 20
THE SEWING ROOM

Figure 21
THE PLAYERS ARRIVE
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Figure 22
AT THE MOUSETRAP

Figure 23
PLAYERS KING AND QUEEN
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Figure 24
THE KING'S ORDER

Figure 25
ALAS POOR YORICK
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Figure 26
OPHELIA'S CRAZY
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Figure 27
DUEL INITIATION
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